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electric nuclear multipole moments

A charge distribution of a
general shape...

... can be written as a sum of
multipole contributions :

Not necessarily uniform: for any      and        ,              and       
need not to be identical.
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Excercise: convince yourself that
a dipole has no monopole moment,
and that a quadrupole has no
monopole and dipole moments.
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(zero for nuclei)
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electric nuclear multipole moments

Derivation in cartesian form : see pdf-pages

Derivation in spherical form :
• general formula:
• far-field case: see pdf-pages

Interpretation of monopole and quadrupole moments.

Different ways of representing the 5 degrees of freedom of the quadrupole moment tensor:
• As traceless and symmetric 3x3 matrix

• As 5 components of a spherical tensor of rank 2

• As a combination of both

Recommended reading:
appendix on tensors.
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electric nuclear multipole moments

Exercise :

Apply the general equations to calculate the monopole, dipole and quadrupole moments of

this point charge configuration (2D) :     and this one (3D) : and this one (3D) : 
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(e.g.                     )
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approximate shape of a nucleus:
average radius and quadrupole deformation

The nucleus spins fast about its I-axis  in axis system with z // I we have axial symmetry 

The spectroscopic quadrupole moment Q (a scalar) says it all.

+
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Trends in the (spectroscopic) quadrupole moment

Q is large if:      is large (strongly deformed nuclei)
 a is large (heavy nuclei)

• oscillating behaviour due to
nuclear shell structure

• increasing trend due to a-dependence
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Trends in the mean square nuclear radius

(just a snippet)

Extensive experimental tabulation by I. Angeli (2004)

global summary of trend:
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magnetic nuclear multipole moments

• What we discussed so far is the scalar potential due to a static charge distribution,
developed into multipole components.

• A similar story applies to the vector potential due to a static current distribution,
which can be developed into multipole components as well (mathematically a bit
more involved).

• The parity of these magnetic nuclear multipole moments is different: odd terms
survive.

• The first non-zero term is the magnetic dipole moment (a vector).

• The second non-zero is the magnetic octupole moment (a tensor of rank 3).
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magnetic nuclear multipole moments

magnetic
dipole

magnetic
octupole

+
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...

(a vector)

current distribution

(tensor of
rank 3)


